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YOUR FINANCIAL SERVICES PARTNER — FOR LIFE AND ANNUITIES

Retirement Income Planning Tool:  
Making Your Clients’ Retirement Dollars Last 
Our annuity division consistently sees annuity cases submitted with guaranteed 
income riders included on the application. These riders are great because they answer a 
common question clients ask: “Will I have enough income to last through retirement?” 

Income riders are not the best option for everybody, though. That is why Davis 
Life & Annuities is excited to introduce a new planning tool that can help give you 
a better answer to the retirement income question – The Income Maximizer! 

The Income Maximizer not only shows projections that include the income 
rider, but it also incorporates the penalty-free withdrawal feature into projected 
income payments. It is a tool that allows you to better explain to your clients 
the ways they can maximize their fixed indexed annuity for income. 

The Income Maximizer will help your clients get the highest income available, so they 
can spend less time worrying their income and more time enjoying their retirement. 

Call for a FREE customized illustration: 800-747-5612
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PJ’s PICKS Jumping on the Social Security Bandwagon

For the last year to eighteen months, there has been a big recruiting push towards 
blending income planning around anticipated Social Security income. I am sure 
there is not just one person who can take credit for creating such a unique approach 
to sit down with clients and/or potential clients! The previous sentence was a tad 
sarcastic, but kudos to those who have manipulated using the Social Security 
approach into a recruiting campaign. With that said, we hear from our prospects 
and agents doing business with us that they are being bombarded with invitations 
to prospect with other wholesalers that offer a “Social Security Program.” 

An interesting thing we find in our day-to-day conversations is that many agents 
have a misperception that there exists a single wholesaler or particular FMO that has 
the best Social Security Program. Blending Social Security with income planning 
is not a difficult approach with clients, and does not require a special program.  
Just make sure to educate yourself on the tools that explain how to file for Social 
Security, the upside of early enrollment, and the benefits of waiting to file. There 
are advantages to both earlier and later filing, but the effects on client scenarios 
and illustrations need serious consideration. Income annuities are used extensively 
to cover any potential income gap, should the client file with delayed credits or 
restricted benefits. If agents are going to use Social Security as a prospecting resource 
then they also need to understand Social Security Benefits and how they work. 

Rather than offer a uniform Social Security Program, we at Davis Life have a 
more independent, individualized approach when working with agents. There are 
many systems available that place emphasis on Social Security income planning. 
But isn’t it more beneficial to have a one-stop shop to go to and not have to juggle 
contracts, uproot relationships, take a pay cut, etc.?  We offer multiple sources 
for systems and offer Power Point presentations for seminars, mailers, scripts, 
and other helpful educational tools. Davis Life and Annuity is not the typical 
IMO. We are family oriented business focused on the success of our agents.   

We want you to be happy with your Davis Life and Annuity relationship, so allow us 
to share with you our resources for client acquisition and development.  If you deliver 
helpful information to your clients, then you deepen your relationship with them. 
Those relationships almost always result in quality referrals. We see it all the time. 
And when you get that referral, please make sure you show your appreciation to the 
client who does the referring. Statistics show that if they refer one client, they will 
refer more than one. You definitely want to keep those clients referring clients to you. 

Social Security Program income planning does not show signs of going away. 
Our customer base is creeping into the generation of folks that have not always 
done a good job of saving money. Increasingly, agents may have clients that have 
no more savings than an employer retirement plan to work with. It is critical 
that we exercise all our options. Let us help you design the right income plan for 
your clients. We are always here to help so do not hesitate to give us a call.

PJ DUNCAN 
Director of Annuity Marketing 
800.747.5612 
PJ@DavisLife.com

1  Organize Your Day  
Into Time Blocks 
 Figure out when 
during the day you 
are most productive, 
then establish blocks 
of time get more 
focused work done

2   Do Things You  
Don’t  Want to Do  
You don’t have to ‘feel 
like’ doing something 
in order to do it,” says 
Oliver Burkeman, 
author of The Antidote: 
Happiness for People 
Who Can’t Stand 
Positive Thinking

3   Stay in the Moment 
If you feel overwhelmed 
(like pretty much 
everyone), it might 
not be because you 
have so much to do, 
but rather that you are 
trying to do too much 
at the same time

4  Put Your Brain on 
Autopilot for the  
Small Stuff   
Some super productive 
people don’t waste their 
time on the small daily 
decisions that take up 
much of our brain space

5  Write an Old-Fashioned 
To-Do List 
Sometimes the simplest 
methods are the best

Source: “11 Expert Tips To Help  
You Be More Productive In 2014”  
by Kathleen Davis 
www.fastcompany.com, 
January 2, 2014
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Is Now The Time To Sell A LIRP? 

M embers of the Baby Boomer generation are 
beginning to retire, and millions of younger 

Americans face financial planning in an unstable 
investment market.  Is now the right time to start 
selling Life Insurance Retirement Plans (LIRP’s)?  
Almost every carrier in the market now sells LIRP’s 
using an Indexed Universal Life (IUL) product of 
some sort.  If you have not explored this option 
lately, let me outline some unique ways to get into 
this market, help expand your product offerings, 
and possibly expand your target market.

What is it?
Cash-value life insurance is by no means a new product 
to the industry, but Indexed Universal Life is a relative 
newcomer. Indexed Universal Life (IUL) contains all 
the traditional benefits of life insurance such as tax-
free build up and tax-free distribution, but IUL also 
incorporates indexing.  This allows for a higher cash 
value build up than Whole Life while negating the loss 
potential associated with Variable Life products.  With 
all the uncertainty of the current economy, it is a 
great time to be discussing future tax-free income.

Gen X and Gen Y
You are likely marketing to the parents of these 
generations already; hopefully these parents value 
your insight and happily to refer you to their children.  
Members of the younger generations are typically 
only marketed to for term life insurance.  However, 
showing younger clients the potential cash accumulation 
offered with IUL opens the door to multiple sales, 
referrals, and higher commissions.  Younger adults 

are a relatively untapped market.  

College Funding
There are several options for college savings available 
such as a 529 plan, but a well-designed IUL product 
mimics a 529 plan while offering additional benefits.  
Unlike the 529 plan, the IUL does not require that its 
funds be used solely for college funding; the IUL can be 
accessed in case of emergencies. The IUL also provides 
death benefits should the parent die because coverage 
is generally placed on the parent and not the child.  

Annuity Alternative
With some careful designing to avoid Modified 
Endowment Contract (MEC) violations, in some 
circumstances we can use a large single premium 
to mimic an annuity sale. Using IUL as an annuity 
alternative offers several benefits to the client such 
as a cap in excess of 13%, living benefits such 
as Chronic and Critical Illness riders, a large tax-
free death benefit if the income is not utilized, and 
income that can surpass an annuity income rider.

The Next Step
Give us a call to discuss all the options that 
IUL plans offer your clients.  There are a lot of 
options in the market and the opportunities 
are great.  Davis Life and Annuity works with 
many carriers that offer LIRP’s, so let us help get 
started with the product that is right for you.

AL STOCKWELL, MBA, FLMI 
Life Marketing Director 

800.747.5612 

Al@DavisLife.com
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The Ins And Outs Of Contracting 

Getting appointed with insurance carriers has 
changed due to the recent financial crisis in 
our country.  Compared to the last decade, 

insurance carriers are looking at agents’ backgrounds 
more closely, and a lot more information is needed. 
But that does not mean you should not try to 
get appointed with the carriers you want.  The 
more information you supply, the quicker the 
contracting process will go.  Including the 
following items at the time you submit your 
contracting application will minimize delays:

•   NAIC state requirements

•   Proof of E & O (Errors and Omissions) coverage

•   Verification of completed anti-
money laundering training

•   Voided check

•  Your most up-to-date insurance license(s)

Carriers take approximately 7-14 business days to 
appoint, assuming your application is in good order.  
If you are aware of any possible background issues, 
explain what they are upfront and how you are taking 

care of them.  This information helps carriers make 
both faster and better decisions on appointing.  

Remember that contracting is a process, and you 
have to be appointed before you can write business.  
Also be aware that come carriers require product-
specific training before you can write business, so plan 
ahead.  Every carrier has its own appointing process.
By providing the previously mentioned items, we at 
Davis Life and Annuity will make sure you are taken 
care of.  We will produce the necessary paperwork 
for you, follow-up on your application, and make 
sure your appointment is set up correctly.  We are 
committed to helping you build your business.

EMILY DAWSON
Contracting Coordinator 

800.747.5612 

Emily@DavisLife.com
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Announcing...

Top 25 agents and 1 “Rookie-of-the-Year”  

will qualify for a 7-day, all-inclusive stay at this  

beautiful 5-star resort on the Papagayo coast. 

RIU Palace Costa Rica Resort

April 19-25, 2015
Qualification period runs from Jan 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014.

Amenities included in your stay:

 

 

 
  

Entertainment:

Available for an additional charge:

 

Davis Life & Annuity Producer Incentive Trip to:

Call 800.747.5612 for Qualification Details!

Get Ready for Serious Fun and Relaxation!   
 

 

Guanacaste, Costa Rica!
Davis Life & Annuuiittyyyyy Produuccccceeeeeeeerrrrrrrr  IIIIIInnnnncentivvee TTripp tttoooooo::::::::

Guanacaste, Costa Rica!
Nestled in a land of exotic rainforests, crystal blue waters, and mighty volcanoes is a tropical  

paradise that offers everything from exciting nightlife to once-in-a-lifetime family adventures. 
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The Sensible Way To Address Sensitive Questions 

Are there any sensitive histories such as 
alcohol, drug, or motor vehicle problems?

Why is this question important?  According to 
statistics published by the Centers for Disease Control, 
accidents are the fifth leading cause of death in the 
U.S.  In fact, accidents are the single leading cause of 
death for those who died before age 45.1  Alcohol, drug, 
and motor vehicle problems are major causes of death, 
particularly of younger people, and carriers must fully 
investigate in order to protect themselves from adverse 
risks.  Additionally, long-term alcohol or drug abuse 
can contribute to a variety of other health ailments.

Given the importance of these issues in getting your 
cases issued, producers would be wise to recognize 
potential problems and get details when any of these 
issues are mentioned.  You will fare better by being 
proactive and explaining any “yes” answers in advance, 
since the underwriter will view any alcohol, drug or 
MVR (motor vehicle report) history as a red flag.

If there is history of alcohol abuse, misuse, or 
alcohol treatment, the underwriter will want to get 
as much information as possible.  This information 
could come in the form of a doctor’s report, an alcohol 
questionnaire, and/or a cover letter.  If there are no 
doctor’s records, the underwriter will rely substantially 
on the questionnaire.  Make sure it is filled out, 
signed, and dated by the applicant. Include a cover 
letter providing detailed history of the situation.

The most important things to ask 
regarding alcohol history are:

•  When did the applicant stop 
using alcohol completely?

•  Have there been any times that the applicant 
started drinking alcohol again after a documented 
time of quitting its use?  How many times?

•  Has the applicant been involved in Alcoholics 
Anonymous or any other support group that 
helps a person stay sober?  What is the level of 
involvement?  How often does the applicant 
attend meetings, and does the applicant act 
as a sponsor to new members?

•  Were there any other issues the applicant was 
involved in that went along with the alcohol 
misuse such as drugs, any kind of family abuse, 
any kind of criminal activity, or job instability?

With a history of drug abuse, the 
questions to ask are similar:

• When and how did the history of drug abuse begin?

•  What were the names of all the drugs of 
abuse, at what dates were they used, and 
at what dates were they stopped?

•  Has the applicant been involved with Narcotics 
Anonymous or any other organization 
that helps a person with drug abuse?

•  Was there a combination of drug and 
alcohol abuse at any time?

•  Were there any other issues associated with 
the misuse of drugs, such as family abuse, 
criminal activity, or job instability?

The staff underwriter can help the producer by 
organizing the pertinent information and presenting 
it in a cover letter that will put the applicant in 
the best possible light. Positive information can 
be elaborated on so that the carrier’s underwriter 
will better see the applicants for who they are, 
and not focus solely on negative history.

If there has been a history of drug or alcohol 
addiction, you can expect that there will be a period of 
time after sobriety when insurance will not be available.  
This could be two to three years of postponement, 
depending on the company.  After that period, the 
underwriter will be looking for stability in the person’s 
life, in addition to remaining alcohol and drug free.  
The producer should expect alcohol markers or drug 
screens to be run with the lab reports on the applicant.

PEDIGO, continued on page 10



How To Build Your Insurance Practice 

A t the end of this article is The Big Secret for 
achieving consistent sales success in the insurance 

business!  However, before we get there, we need to 
examine four key reasons why agents fail to become 
top producers.  We at Davis Life and Annuity have 
assisted many agents over the years and have observed 
The Big Four Problems that can stop a sales career 
before it starts.  See if any of these apply to you:

•  Call reluctance.  Every agent who enters the 
insurance business experiences various forms of call 
reluctance such as tele-phobia, self-consciousness, 
or doom saying.  All agents have this problem at 
one time or another.  However, successful agents 
find a way to overcome it.  Do what you have to do 
to fix it.  Not doing so is fatal to your sales career.

•  Taking Rejection to Heart.  Repeated rejection 
can cause a person to shut down emotionally 
and, as a result, lose valuable selling time.  Stop 
thinking about the last call when you are on the 
next call.  Being “present” for each and every 
prospect is necessary for sales success.  If you take 
rejection to heart you may stop prospecting and 
also become less effective on the calls you do go 
on.  You need to understand that sales is a numbers 
game.  More action means more applications.  Most 
top professional baseball players strike out two out 
of three times at bat, yet they are still considered 
successful.  Learning to shake off rejection is a 
key requirement for a successful sales career.

•  Improper Time Management.  “What is 
the best use of my time right now?”  Agents 
need to spend 80% of their time in front of 
prospects.  It is easy to get diverted with 
administrative work – activities that do not 
produce revenue, but limit this to 20% of your 
day.  When you become more successful, hire an 
administrative assistant.  Based off of the success 
of the agents we have coached, this strategy 
could increase your commissions by 30 – 40%.

•  Failure to Get Referrals.  Often agents get 
so involved in the sales process, especially when 
they make a sale, that they forget to ask the 
client for the names of friends and family who also 
might be interested in the agent’s professional 
services.  A warm lead is a great lead.  

Why do agents with great potential leave this 
business?  I have learned that it is usually not a lack 
of product knowledge that drives them away.  Most 
often it is trouble with some or all of the above 
situations.  Agents must overcome these very 
common problems or they will fail.  Recognizing these 
problems is the first step toward overcoming them.

 The Big Secret 
Davis Life and Annuity has helped many agents 
develop a fool-proof method of systematically 
building their books of business.  It is called the 
Hot 20 List.  Each day, list twenty prospects you 
intend to call and ask for an appointment.  

By using a Hot 20 List you will learn a very surprising 
fact: writing just one application a week results in 
substantial income for the persistent agent.  Do not 
head home at the end of each day until your Hot 20 
List ready for the next morning. Experience has shown 
us that if you make those Hot 20 calls every day you 
will always have enough appointments to write one life 
application per week.  Do the math:  If the average 
sale results in a $1,200 commission and you write one 
new application each week for 52 weeks, then your 
income this year will be $62,400 from new sales alone.

Follow this process for a year and sales skill will 
also get better.  Eventually you will be closing more 
than one sale a week for many weeks a year.  It is 
virtually impossible not to!  But overcoming the four 
problems discussed at the beginning is the important 
first step.  Then, you will be off and running with an 
exciting, rewarding and lucrative selling career.

8



Qualifying  
Year 1

2006

Qualifying  
Year 2

2007

Qualifying  
Year 3

2008

Qualifying  
Year 4

2009

Qualifying  
Year 5

2010

Qualifying  
Year 6

2011

$3,250
$3,750 $3,750

$3,500 $3,500 $3,500
$4,500 $4,500 $4,500 $4,500

$3,500 $3,500 $3,500 $3,500 $3,500
$4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000

$4,000 $7,500 $12,000 $15,500 $19,250 $22,500

  You Help Others Retire…
But Who Helps You?

ADV 1300 (08-2012)                                 FOR PRODUCER USE ONLY – NOT FOR USE WITH THE GENERAL PUBLIC                                 Rev. 08-2013     12-497

Fidelity & Guaranty Life® is the marketing name for Fidelity & Guaranty Life Insurance Company issuing insurance in the United States outside of New York and, in New York only, Fidelity  
& Guaranty Life Insurance Company of New York. Each Fidelity & Guaranty Life company is solely responsible for its contractual commitments. The Power Producer arrangement is unfunded.  Your 
account value is a “bookkeeping” account that is subject to risk of forfeiture in the event of insolvency or bankruptcy of the Company, or such other claims as may be made by the general creditors of 
the Company. The Power Producer program is a deferred bonus compensation plan for eligible appointed producers of Fidelity & Guaranty Life Insurance Company. Terms are as stated in the Power 
Producer plan document, which Fidelity & Guaranty Life may amend, limit or terminate at any time.

Let Fidelity & Guaranty Life’s Power Producer Program 
help contribute towards your retirement days.WE DO!

Explore Fidelity & Guaranty Life’s Prosperity Elite  
 

and start to build your retirement nest egg. 

Total Contribution = $80,750
 

for JUST ONE level over the past six years, we would have contributed over 
deferred compensation plan.
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Network Less, Connect More in 2014…
When you think of the word “networking,” do you get 
as nervous as me?  Instead of chatting in a forced social 
situation, would you rather look at the box score from 
last night’s game?  For some of us, networking is an 
overwhelming task.  Frankly, we may be tempted to 
consider it a waste of time.  But networking is not a 
waste of time if done right and for the right reasons. 

Think back on 2013 and ask yourself how many 
sales came from your networking efforts last year.  
The answer is most likely very few or even none.  
However, the point of networking is not receiving 
immediately evident results.   Networking is not 
really about quantifiable results at all.  Networking 
is about exposure to new people and ideas.  It is 
about finding common ground with people from 
different back grounds and hopefully helping you 
use that exposure to look at your business in an 

innovative way.  Networking is about connecting.
Look at networking in an innovative way in 2014.  

Instead of forcing yourself to a simply chat, get involved 
with a cause or group that you are passionate about 
and will bring out the best in you.  The people you 
interact with will see your passion and respond to you 
in a positive way.  Making connections with people is 
networking and it is why we are in this business.

BRIAN DAVIS 
Life Marketing Executive 

800.747.5612 

Brian@DavisLife.com

Even if the applicant is not addicted to alcohol, 
but nevertheless misuses it, the underwriter will be 
looking for quantities and types of alcohol used, the 
driving record, liver function tests, work or family 
problems, and any medically related problems.  
Examples include gastritis, falls, or accidents.

The MVR (motor vehicle report) can be a history that 
stands by itself, or it can be augmented by involvement 
of drugs and alcohol.  All three of these issues are often 
tied together, since involvement with alcohol and drugs 
often leads to an increased likelihood of motor vehicle 
violations such as reckless driving and speeding.

If an applicant tells you there are several 
speeding tickets, here are some items to look for:

•  Were there any DWI (driving while 
intoxicated) or DUI (driving under the 
influence) citations?  If so, ask the alcohol 
and drug questions mentioned earlier.

•  What is the applicant’s driving history, including 
violations and when they occurred?

•  If there are speeding violations, what were the 
speeds and in what speed limits did they occur?  

For instance, 70 mph in a 50 mph zone. 

•  Be sure to get the driver’s license 
number and issuing state so an MVR can 
be ordered and received quickly.

As you can see, a carrier’s underwriter will have many 
concerns about any history of alcohol, drugs, or motor 
vehicle problems.  However, a staff underwriter will 
help ensure that you have gathered all the necessary 
information, and will strive to provide carriers with 
the positive aspects of your client’s life.  Our goal at 
Davis Life and Annuity is to get you the best possible 
offer from a carrier in a reasonable amount of time.2

BOB PEDIGO, FALU, CLU, FLMI 

Vice President of Underwriting 

800.747.5612 

Bob@DavisLife.com

PEDIGO, from page 7

  1. Centers for Disease Control report: http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvsr/nvsr57
  2. Original article entitled Are There Any Sensitive Histories Such as Alcohol, Drug, or Motor Vehicle Problems?  Published by Davis Life and Annuity, Brokerage News, 2nd Qtr, 2011
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Home Office: 800-747-5612  |  dlb@DavisLife.com  |  www.DavisLife.com
If you are in need of a company you don’t find on the list, please contact us.

We are contracted with several companies that don’t appear.

CARRIER  A.M. BEST RATING*  PRODUCTS
Acordia ................................................................................................................................................A- Excellent ...........................................................................Life
Allianz Life Insurance Company  ................................................................................................A  Excellent  ..........................................................................Life, Annuities
American Equity Investment Life Insurance Company  ....................................................A-  Excellent  ..........................................................................Annuities
American General Life Insurance Company  .........................................................................A  Excellent  ..........................................................................Life, Annuities
American National Insurance Company  ................................................................................A  Excellent  ..........................................................................Life, Annuities
Assurity Life Insurance Company  .............................................................................................A-  Excellent  ..........................................................................Life
Athene .................................................................................................................................................B++  Good  .................................................................................Annuities
AVIVA Life Insurance Company  .................................................................................................B++ Good ..................................................................................Life, Annuities
AXA Equitable Life Assurance-MONY  .....................................................................................A  Excellent  ..........................................................................Life
Banner Life Insurance Company  ...............................................................................................A+  Superior  ...........................................................................Life
Columbus Life ...................................................................................................................................A+ Superior ............................................................................Life
EquiTrust Life Insurance Company  ..........................................................................................B++  Good  .................................................................................Life, Annuities
Fidelity & Guaranty Life Insurance.............................................................................................B++  Good ..................................................................................Annuities
Great American Life Assurance Company  .............................................................................A  Excellent  ..........................................................................Annuities
Guggenheim .....................................................................................................................................B++ Good ..................................................................................Annuities
ING Life Insurance & Annuity Company / 
        ReliaStar Life Insurance Company / Security of Denver  ...........................................A  Excellent  ..........................................................................Life, Annuities
John Hancock Life Insurance Company-ManuLife Ins. Co.  ..............................................A+  Superior  ...........................................................................Life
Lafayette Life .....................................................................................................................................A+ Superior ............................................................................Life
Liberty Bankers Life Insurance Company  ..............................................................................B Good ..................................................................................Annuities
Lincoln Financial Group ................................................................................................................A+  Superior  ...........................................................................Annuities
Lincoln National Life Insurance Company ..............................................................................A+  Superior  ...........................................................................Life
Life Insurance of the Southwest (LSW)  ...................................................................................A  Excellent  ..........................................................................Life, Annuities
Minnesota Life Insurance Company .........................................................................................A+ Superior ............................................................................Life
Metropolitan Life Insurance ........................................................................................................A+ Superior ............................................................................Life
Mutual of Omaha-United of Omaha  .......................................................................................A+  Superior  ...........................................................................Life, Annuities, Med Supp
National Western Life  ....................................................................................................................A  Excellent ...........................................................................Annuities
New York Life .....................................................................................................................................A++ Superior ............................................................................Life
North American Company for Life and Health  ....................................................................A+  Superior ............................................................................Life, Annuities
Phoenix ...............................................................................................................................................B Good ..................................................................................Annuities
Principal Life Insurance Company  ............................................................................................A+  Superior  ...........................................................................Life, Annuities
Protective Life Insurance Company ..........................................................................................A+  Superior ............................................................................Life, Annuities
Prudential Insurance Company of America  ..........................................................................A+  Superior  ...........................................................................Life
Sagicor Life ........................................................................................................................................A- Excellent ...........................................................................Life, Annuities
Savings Bank Life Insurance Company ....................................................................................A+ Superior ............................................................................Life
Standard Insurance Company of Oregon  ..............................................................................A  Excellent  ..........................................................................Annuities
Symetra ...............................................................................................................................................A Excellent ...........................................................................Life
Transamerica Occidental Life Insurance Company  ............................................................A+  Superior  ...........................................................................Life
Unity Financial Trust .......................................................................................................................B++ Excellent ...........................................................................Funeral Trust
Zurich ...................................................................................................................................................A Excellent ...........................................................................Life

*   All ratings reflect Financial Strength and are current as of 2-14-14. A.M. Best ratings for insurers’     
     financial strength and credit quality of obligations range from A++ (Superior) to F (in liquidation).
** A+ (Superior) by A.M. Best, the 2nd highest of 13 active company ratings for financial strength. 

AMR211-0906 06-406
IIC241-0906

LM-1825
CNS107-0906

A85-0906FOR BROKER USE ONLY. NOT FOR PUBLIC USE. 



There Are More Solutions to Expanding Your Practice Inside!  

What’s Inside
• Think you know evert thing 

about contracting? Think again. 

• What’s hot: Is now the 
right time to start selling 
Life Insurance Retirement 
Plans (LIRP’s)? Find out.  

• Tips to help you network 
less, connect more in 2014.

800.747.5612 
dlb@DavisLife.com

DAVIS LIFE
B R O K E R A G E

3737 Woodland Ave • Suite 600
West Des Moines, IA 50266-1934

1ST QUARTER 2014

LEARN MORE WITH YOUR PHONE
«  Snap this QR code with your mobile phone to arrive at our website. 

New model phones come with QR readers. If yours didn’t, go to the app store and search “QR READER.”


